
Hitchhiker's Guide to 
Galactica Network Citizenship



Superior in its technological design, the Cypher State 
will transcend nation states in transparency, efficiency 
and sheer network size. 

With the advent of Galactica.com 
finally have a holistic 

toolbox 

an old dream 
of blockchain nations will 

to self-organize and thrive.  

But any nation is first and foremost, its citizens… right? 

Galactica.com is one of the trailblazers 
in the domain of Cypher States 
—  blockchain native Supranational organisations capable of all the political, 
economic and social functions of Nation States. 



GNC is a passport, indicating one’s belonging to Galactica.com Cypher State. Just like it goes 
with traditional Nation States, a Galactica.com passport grants its holder certain rights and 
responsibilities. 

What is a GNC?1.



Now let’s dig a little deeper. 

What GNC Entitles You To?

 Galactica UB

 Validator status — only Citizens can be validator

 Access to political framework — for example be an elected 
representative of one’s fellow Citizen

 Citizen-only dApps: Use Citizen-only dApps, benefit from 
Citizen-only incentives and more

Rights

Responsibilitie
 Abide by Galactica.com Constitution (to be published)

2.



 An allocation of  inflation (Galactica.com coin) defined by Parliament

 IP royalties from public goods projects funded on Galactica.com  
(through Academy of Science)

 Proceeds from investments by the Sovereign (an entity similar to a Sovereign Wealth 
Fund in Galactica.com ecosystem) that holds a large % of the entire $GNET supply

 Citizen-only dApps: Use Citizen-only dApps, benefit from Citizen-only incentives and more.

 $GNET

UBI or Universal Basic Income is distributed every block across all Citizens of Galactica.com. 
The distributions are made in gUBI which is a token backed by a diversified portfolio of assets. 
Assets include but are not limited to:

In Nation states, inflation is a hidden tax on society’s less affluent classes. 
In Galactica.com inflation is a way to fund innovation that is then ‘distributed’ 
by means of UBI across all Citizens. 

The distribution of UBI is merit-driven. The more value a Citizen contributes to the Network, 
the higher one’s UBI share.

Right to Galactica UBI3.



The blocks of Galactica Network underpin not only a consensus on an accounting ledger, but a consensus 
of Citizens of a State, consensus over a social contract. In a Cypher State, validators are the apparatus of the 
government's executive branch. Hence, only Citizens can be Validators.

In order to understand how important Citizenship is, one needs to understand 3 statements:

Thus, those Citizens who can run nodes and get support from 
other Citizens will thrive and more so at the protocol inception.

Right to Validation4.



As we shall see, these two concepts are very related. 

Now, let's delve into the GNC Waves, acquisition methods, and more in the upcoming sections.

There are two other concepts that we need to cover:

Value of GNC Summary

It is an honor to be entrusted 
with these responsibilities.  
It also implies sizable rewards. 

More can be found here

Rights to join Galactica.com Political Institutions5.

https://twitter.com/GalacticaNet/status/1641821451597512705?t=Ajdxpcsf7GE5XZPKQKZkUQ&s=19


GNC Activation Waves

In brief, ICA/CCA procedures are ways to purchase 
a GNC. Campaigns are ways to earn a GNC. 
The GNCs from Waves 1 and 2 – the most exclusive 
ones – can only be earned, not purchased.

6.



Cypher State Campaign

Voyager Ark Campaigns

Sentinels’ Program

Builders’ Program

NFT Artist/KOLs/Advisors

GNC Wave 1







GNC Wave 2









GNC Wave 3











GNC Wave 4









GNC Wave 5







How Can I Get a GNC?

Join the GNC Campaigns Now

discord.gg/galactica

7.

https://discord.gg/galactica
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Galactica Network Fully-fledged Governance8.
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GNC Technology

All accounts holding such SBTs form a special whitelist 
within the system governance, UBI and other contracts, 
such as Galactica Network's political framework.

last but not least,
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